
noPhoto User’s Guide

e n t e r p r i s e s



Introduction
The noPhoto is a highly advanced “smart” device designed to protect your license plate from flash 
photography.  Using patented technology, the noPhoto reacts to flashes from automated traffic 
enforcement and certain consumer cameras, overexposing the imaging sensor of the camera by adding 
extra white light.

For the noPhoto to work correctly, the four flash detection sensors must be kept clean and free of debris.  We 
recommend simply wiping the sensor with a tissue or a finger every other time you fill  your car up for gas.  
Normal road dust is not an issue; heavier mud and snow may degrade sensor performance.  

If testing your noPhoto with a consumer camera, there are a several things to keep in mind.  First, the flash 
detection distance is directly proportional to the flash power being used.  We tuned the noPhoto to work 
best with the 200w+ flashes used by automated enforcement.  The noPhoto will certainly react and defeat 
many consumer cameras, but it will not detect a 10w compact camera flash at equivalent distance that it 
would a 200w photo-enforcement flash.

Likewise, we have made many photo-enforcement specific tweaks such as optimizing the performance 
for specific angles that have little effect on consumer cameras.  For example, many consumer cameras use 
different light metering systems than real enforcement cameras do not, such as ETTL systems that utilize 
one or more preflashes before the image is taken.  While the noPhoto will defeat many consumer cameras 
(especially SLRs), testing with a compact camera is not representative of real-world performance against 
enforcement cameras.

Warnings
Do not attempt to open or modify the noPhoto in any way.  Like any consumer product using Xenon flash-
es, the noPhoto contains high voltages that are potentially dangerous, and the potential for shock exists if 
improperly opened.  The circuitry in the noPhoto is permanently sealed, weatherproofed, and protected.  
noLimits Enterprises, INC is not liable for any damages, injury, or hazards caused by opening the enclosure.

Do not stare directly into the flash from close range.  The flashes in the noPhoto are similar to those in a 
high-end consumer DSLR camera.  There are precautions built into the enclosure to shield following drivers 
from light – do not circumvent such safety precautions.

Carefully follow all instructions when installing the noPhoto.  As when doing any electronics work on any 
automobile, ALWAYS disconnect the primary vehicle battery before beginning.  Be mindful of live wiring and 
take standard and common precautions when working around any electricity.  

Do not route wiring through areas with sharp corners, or in areas where it may become crushed.  Such ac-
tions could lead to a short circuit, creating dangerous conditions.  

It is the sole responsibility of the end-user to inform themselves of existing vehicle codes, guidelines, regu-
lations, and laws in their local areas.  Do not use the noPhoto in jurisdictions where it may be against vehicle 
code.



Contents and Layout
Contents:

1x noPhoto
1x Wiring Harness with Quick Connector

2x License Plate Spacers
4x M5 x 25mm Bolts
4x M6 x 25m Bolts

4x 1/4” x 5mm Bolts

Sensor Lenses

Flash Lens

Power Connector



Installation
The noPhoto has been designed to install in similar fashion to any automotive accessory (such as a backup 
camera) that requires 12v DC power.  

To make it easier to thread the wire through the exterior of the vehicle, and to reflect our customer’s various 
preferred installation methods, we did not attach any connectors onto the end of the power wiring harness 
from the factory.  The idea is that the bare end of the wires will be much easier to thread through a grommet 
or seal than the bulkier connector.  We  recommend using a professional wire connection means such as a 
3M brand t-tap to attach the noPhoto to you car’s wiring system.  Another option is to use a product such as 
an “add-a-fuse” to tap into an ingition-enabled fuse on your car.  These products can be found at your local 
car parts store.  In cases where you cannot find an easily accessible 12v wire, this may be a simpler choice.

Do not power the noPhoto directly from the vehicle battery without a suitable fuse in place – this can be a 
fire hazard. The noPhoto is internally fused, but we recommend the common practice of addition an addi-
tional in-line fuse between the noPhoto’s wiring harness and your power source.

Installation Instructions (3m T-Tap Method)

 
1.  Disconnect vehicle battery and ensure no power is present.

2. The noPhoto requires only two wires to be connected for installation – a 12v power source that turns 
on with vehicle ignition, and a ground.  Any standard 12v vehicle accessory wire should suffice.  Please be 
sure that the wire you choose does not remain powered after the ignition is turned off – this will drain your 
battery.  Before beginning installation, select and locate where you would like to tap into a 12v power source 
in the vehicle.  Common 12v sources include tail running lights, 12v DC power outlets in the trunk, backup 
cameras, etc.  Many cars are required to have pre-existing license plate lighting installed.  If these lights are 
on at all times (and not controlled by an ambient light sensor) this is an ideal spot to easily access power and 
ground.  

3. Identify the extension wire included with the noPhoto – this is the wire with a quick connector on 
one end, and a stripped wire on the other end.



4. Route the stripped end of the extension wire through the vehicle trunk or tailgate and into the area 
where you chose to tap into the 12v wire.  This step varies significantly vehicle by vehicle.  In most cases, 
the wire can be routed to the vehicle interior through a pre-existing rubber grommet on a backup camera, 
license plate light, trunk seal, or other exterior feature.

5. Identify the included two “t-tap” male connectors.  Take one t-tap male connector and insert the 
stripped positive (red) wire into the narrow end.  Using your crimp tool, solidly crimp the narrow end around 
the wire.  Repeat this process with the second male t-tap connector and the negative (black) wire of the 
extension wire.        

6. Identify the two included female t-tap connectors.  Take one of them and attach it to the 12v power 
wire you have selected from the car.  To attach the t-tap, simply open the tap and close it FIRMLY around the 
12v power wire.  Use pliers to ensure the clamp is closed firmly.  These t-taps will automatically tap into 18-
22awg wire at the correct depth.

7. Repeat this process with the second female t-tap connector, except this time attaching it to the 
GROUND wire you have identified from the car.  

CHECKPOINT:  At this point, you should have one female t-tap attached to the 12v power wire from the car, 
one female t-tap attached to the ground wire from the car, and two male t-taps attached to the power and 
ground extension cable.   

8.  Insert the male t-tap connectors into the female t-tap connectors. Be sure to push firmly.  You’re 
done with the hardest part!

9. Insert your license plate into the noPhoto by sliding it into the slot at the bottom of the enclosure. 

10.        Assemble the included spacer kit if your car has four license plate screw holes.  The soft, scratch-free 
side of the spacer should be the side that touches the vehicle.  Stick the adhesive side of the spacer kit to the 
license plate.  This will prevent your license plate from being uneven upon installation.

11.       Using the included bolts (or 25mm bolts of your car’s original thread pitch), attach the noPhoto to the 
car.

12. Plug in the quick connector attached to the end of the 6 inch wire on the noPhoto to the quick con-
nector attached to the end of the extension cable.

13. Ensure no wires are being crushed or pinched, and turn on the vehicle power.

14. Test the noPhoto using any camera with a xenon flash (or the test function if you have a noPhoto 
Pro).  If the noPhoto flashes back in response to the flash of a camera, you are ready to drive protected.



Operation
Once the noPhoto is installed, minimal user intervention should be necessary.  It will protect you in a hassle-free 
manner.   
Here are some things to keep in mind about the noPhoto:
• Initial charge time from the off state is approximately 20 seconds
• The noPhoto is capable of firing two flashes without recharging, so you are protected even in instances of 
multiple cameras
• The noPhoto will protect itself while recharging – so don’t worry about damaging it while testing.  It will 
ignore flashes during its charging sequence
• The noPhoto does not defeat cell phone cameras – these use LED flashes, and we have tuned the noPhoto 
to be less sensitive to LEDs to reduce false alerts

Warranty
The noPhoto is protected by a one-year limited warranty valid from date of first purchase.  This warranty in-
cludes, but is not limited to, manufacturing, workmanship, materials, and electrical defects.  
The warranty is NOT valid in cases of:
Significant physical damage to the noPhoto
Complete water submersion (normal rain and weathering is expected and will not damage the unit, but it is not 
designed to be completely submerged in a body of water) 
 If the noPhoto is received DOA (dead on arrival), not only will we replace your noPhoto with a working one, 
but we will cover your return shipping as well.

While we do retain the right to deny warranty coverage in the instances outlined above, please contact us at sup-
port@nophoto.com if there is a problem with your unit.
The bottom line is that we will do everything reasonable to take care of you.



Thank You
Maybe you are one of our original Indiegogo contributors, or perhaps one of first retail customers.  Either way, 
we here at noLimits need to thank you for making the noPhoto possible.  Simply put, we couldn’t do it without 
your support.  Our customers and fellow countermeasure enthusiasts have been nothing short of wonderful 
throughout the entire development process – patient, understanding, and offering many helpful suggestions that 
we have incorporated.  

We don’t look at the launch of the noPhoto as an end.  We think it’s just the beginning; the first shot across the 
bow of those who would violate your privacy and rights.  We will need your continued help to ensure the success 
of not just the noPhoto, but of all such privacy countermeasures.

The best way you can do this is by contacting us (support@nolimitsenterprises.com) with any suggestions, com-
ments, feature requests, improvements, or ideas that you have.  We want to be a company that has a close rela-
tionship with its users, and if an improvement or feature is useful and cost-feasible, we will strive to incorporate 
it.  

As a company that was funded in part by crowdsourcing, we look forward to using a similar people-centric ap-
proach to defeating automated enforcement once and for all.  

So again, thank you from the bottom of our hearts.  We hope you enjoy the noPhoto, and that we can serve you 
for years to come.

Drive Free,

Jonathan Dandrow, Nathan Stokes, and the noLimits Team


